EMPLOYEE SIGN-IN PAGE AND PROFILE
EMPLOYEE CAN SELECT ACCESSIBILITY & PLATFORM WILL CHECK USERS SYSTEM

WE'RE STILL STANDING
Striving and Thriving Together

Enhanced Accessibility
- Enable Enhanced Accessibility
  (keyboard navigation, focus highlight, screen reader compatibility and high contrast colors)

Welcome
We really want you to enjoy the event, but before we continue we want to make sure you can participate.
Let’s quickly check everything and then you’re on your way.

Mic Access
- Mic Selection
Great. Now let’s make sure we’re using the right mic. Select your preferred mic and click Set to continue.
Microphone Array [Realtek, H...]

Camera Access
- Camera Selection

Live Video Call Check
When employees log in to the platform for the first time, they’ll be prompted to review and customize their profile.

The accessibility feature is located within their profile. It can be accessed through the AIRTouch device and selected at any time.
EMPLOYEE PROFILE IS COMPLETE
TIME TO COLLECT YOUR PERSONAL AIR TOUCH DEVICE AND HEAD INTO THE LOBBY

MAIN LOBBY: LIVE SUPPORT & GAMIFICATION
THESE FEATURES WILL BE UTILIZED AT THE BENEFITS FAIRS ONLY

Live Support will be available to help employees with technical issues during their campus Benefit Fairs. For benefits information, your campus HR teams are available in your campus booth or you can also visit specific benefit providers. We look forward to speaking with you, and will be with you shortly.

No further events today
The personal AIR Touch device can be used at any time and is always located in the bottom right corner of your screen - regardless of what room you are in.

It’s a convenient way to quickly access some of the rooms and functionality. You will notice it does present different utility in various locations within the platform.

In the top right you’ll find your profile, and you can use the close button to shrink the device back to it’s position in the corner.
PERSONAL AIR TOUCH DEVICE
MEETING HUB - CONNECT WITH FELLOW EMPLOYEES OR PROVIDERS. CHAT/VIDEO CAPABILITY.
PERSONAL AIR TOUCH DEVICE
RESOURCE GALLERY: ACCESS BROCHURES, VIDEOS & WEBSITES IN ONE PLACE. CAN BE DOWNLOADED/PRINTED
PRESENTATION LOBBY & AUDITORIUM
ON-DEMAND PRESENTATIONS CAN BE VIEWED HERE (SOME ARE ALSO IN PROVIDER BOOTHS)

Select from any on-demand presentation in the lobby - and you’ll enter/view the presentation in the Auditorium. Signage promotes and links other rooms, websites and functionality.
The Exhibition Hall has robust functionality - including multiple ways to find and access a specific booth. Users can scroll through the hall using the arrows on each side. Or you can use the search box in the bottom center. Or you can use your AIR Touch device to search and view any booth.
Both provider and campus booths offer the same functionality. During the Benefit Fairs, staff will be highlighted with a green dot when they are available, and displays will indicate wait times for chat and video sessions. FAQs can be populated by campuses/providers ahead of time or during the fairs - and accessed by employees. Resources will be brochures, videos or websites - they can be viewed or downloaded (also are in the Gallery).
Employees can view Exhibitor Information, Frequently Asked Questions, Brochures and Videos. They can take notes, and later export them from their profile (in the AIR Touch device). They can also jump back to the Lobby or Resource Gallery, join the Meeting Hub or view the Agenda.
The ZEN Room provides resources for wellness, relaxation and well-being. Employees can take a few minutes during the Benefits Fairs, but also utilize these in their daily routines.

When an employee logs out of the platform - they are taken back outside to the exterior scene.